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Abstract 

Cryptocurrency has become a popular trading asset due to its security, anonym-
ity, and decentralization. However, predicting the direction of the financial market 
can be challenging, leading to difficult financial decisions and potential losses. The 
purpose of this study is to gain insights into the impact of Fibonacci technical indi-
cator (TI) and multi-class classification based on trend direction and price-strength 
(trend-strength) to improve the performance and profitability of artificial intelligence 
(AI) models, particularly hybrid convolutional neural network (CNN) incorporating 
long short-term memory (LSTM), and to modify it to reduce its complexity. The main 
contribution of this paper lies in its introduction of Fibonacci TI, demonstrating its 
impact on financial prediction, and incorporation of a multi-classification technique 
focusing on trend strength, thereby enhancing the depth and accuracy of predictions. 
Lastly, profitability analysis sheds light on the tangible benefits of utilizing Fibonacci 
and multi-classification. The research methodology employed to carry out profitability 
analysis is based on a hybrid investment strategy—direction and strength by employ-
ing a six-stage predictive system: data collection, preprocessing, sampling, train-
ing and prediction, investment simulation, and evaluation. Empirical findings show 
that the Fibonacci TI has improved its performance (44% configurations) and profit-
ability (68% configurations) of AI models. Hybrid CNNs showed most performance 
improvements particularly the C-LSTM model for trend (binary-0.0023) and trend-
strength (4 class-0.0020) and 6 class-0.0099). Hybrid CNNs showed improved profitabil-
ity, particularly in CLSTM, and performance in CLSTM mod. Trend-strength prediction 
showed max improvements in long strategy ROI (6.89%) and average ROIs for long-
short strategy. Regarding the choice between hybrid CNNs, the C-LSTM mod is a viable 
option for trend-strength prediction at 4-class and 6-class due to better performance 
and profitability.
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Introduction
Cryptocurrency is a newer form of digital asset, which has become a global phenomenon 
among investors and enthusiasts alike. The security, anonymity, and decentralized nature 
of its operation are a few of the key attractions for its popularity. Forecasting of financial 
markets is a difficult task but it becomes extremely challenging due to the highly vola-
tile nature of cryptocurrencies, which makes investors perform financially unfeasible 
decisions leading to financial difficulties and loss of capital. Popular techniques to study 
financial data for the financial prediction of markets include technical analysis (TA) and 
fundamental analysis (FA). TA is an approach to predict the future action of an asset 
depending on the past actions of the market with the help of technical indicators (TI) 
whereas FA studies the investor sentiment, behavior, and changes in these factors due 
to changing information (news or financial data). Nowadays, both approaches are used. 
However, the effects of information are sometimes not easily extractable in the short 
term [1]. Moreover, TIs are more accurate forecasters of financial assets than fundamen-
tal indicators [2]. Thus, TA is very suitable for the application of artificial intelligence 
(AI) techniques to extract meaningful patterns to forecast either future trends or prices.

In the traditional sense, the TA of financial markets is based on asset price or chart 
data, which uses several TIs to infer market behavior and generate potential actionable 
decisions based on interpretations of such inferences. The most common categories of 
technical indicators include trend, momentum, and oscillator indicators however, sup-
port/resistance TIs have not been given attention in the context of AI modeling. In this 
context, Fibonacci TI (named after the famous mathematician Fibonacci) is one of the 
most popular support/resistance TI, which gives thresholds with particular significance 
for the movement of the market (trend) or price.

Various studies have been carried out where neural networks (NN) have been used 
to assess an asset’s price to predict the future trends of the market. This includes NN 
which can be broadly categorized into; recurrent neural networks (RNN), deep neural 
networks (DNN), and convolution neural networks (CNN). Among RNN and DNN, 
long-short term memory (LSTM) and multilayer perceptron (MLP) are very popular 
and show good accuracy [3–8]. On the other hand, CNN is not frequently used, due to 
dimensional input structure, complexity, cost, or response time but its effectiveness in 
extracting patterns as shown in a few studies is comparable to other NN architectures 
[9–11]. It also performs sufficiently well, in a hybrid model as its output is used as fea-
tures for RNN and DNN [12]. Other studies have also been reviewed to assess this grow-
ing market based on its efficiency, volatility, liquidity, diversification, and transactional 
cost of trading for the financial market, in particular [13, 14].

To facilitate decision-making trend prediction based on a single output feature is the 
most common type of prediction technique in AI. Very few studies adopt a multi-class or 
output approach, which emphasizes predicting the trend, price, volatility, or such mar-
ket metrics simultaneously [15–18]. In the financial markets, traders strive to achieve 
accurate predictions and generate profits. The ultimate aim of processing financial data 
is to forecast future actions to perform well-informed decisions for enhancing monetary 
gains. Thus, prediction is meaningful, only if it leads to profitable decisions, and is evalu-
ated with metrics that show the profitability of an asset or market. The research objec-
tives are as under: 
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i) To gain insights into the impact of technical indicators and multi-classification,
ii) To improve the hybrid CNN model by reducing model complexity,
iii) To simulate a hybrid investment strategy based on the direction and strength of pre-

dicted trends, and
iv) To evaluate the AI models based on performance and profitability.

This research provides a means for traders to focus on profitability as a viable measure 
for model efficacy by implementing a multi-class trend prediction method, featuring 
the Fibonacci retracement level to enhance accuracy and profitability in predicting 
near-future market trends. Hence, the research questions addressed in our study are 
outlined as:

• RQ1: What is the extent of performance improvement achievable through the 
integration of multi-classification and Fibonacci?

• RQ2: To what degree does an investment strategy, considering both trend direc-
tion and strength, impact Return on Investment (ROI)?

• RQ3: What modifications can enhance the performance of the C-LSTM model?

The rest of this study is organized into six sections; relevant state-of-the-art works 
on financial market prediction are presented in “Literature review and background” 
section. Theoretical background of AI in the financial domain, related to multi-class 
problems and trading strategies are also discussed in this section. “The proposed 
methodology” section presents the research methodology and empirical framework 
for this study while analysis and discussion of the results are presented in “Results 
and discussion” section. In addition, limitations and future directions are also dis-
cussed in the same section. “Conclusions” section concludes this study.

Literature review and background
AI and DL as data processing techniques have attained the attention of researchers 
worldwide. Specifically in the field of stock prediction, a survey from 1993 to 2017 
shows that more than 80 percent of studies used ML and DL models [19, 20]. Crypto 
market is analyzed from various perspectives like sentiment analysis [21, 22], trad-
ing recommender system [23], impact of pandemic [24], cost estimation [25]. In 
addition, algorithmic trading [26] has emerged as a lucrative option for investors to 
effectively forecast stock market prices. Despite the challenges of market volatility, 
complexity and involvement of multiple factors such as political, social, etc. auto-
mated approaches for assisting investors to make appropriate and timely decisions 
have become widespread. At the current time, approximately more than 50 percent 
of studies use these models [27]. With the increased use of Fintech, DL has become 
predominant [28]. Financial markets work in three major domains: 

i) predict (stock, forex, commodity, and cryptocurrency prediction),
ii) manage portfolios, and
iii) trade (algorithms, strategies, and optimization)
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Timely buying or selling of assets in the financial market is crucial for any investor, 
which makes its application an interesting field. In this regard, the following groups of 
studies emerge depending on the type of AI architecture implemented. Figure 1 shows 
the simplified structure of each AI architecture.

Multi‑layer perceptron

MLP demonstrates remarkable capabilities in approximating arbitrary functions through 
effective mapping from inputs to outputs. It incorporates single and multiple hidden lay-
ers containing m the number of hidden neurons, while the input layer accommodates n 
neurons, corresponding to the number of input values in an input vector [29]. In a study 
[5], to examine S&P-500, a feed-forward MLP is trained using three hidden layers to 

Fig. 1 Simplified structure of AI architectures implemented in this study, a multi-layer perceptron, b 
convolutional neural network, c long short-term memory, and d hybrid CNN (C-LSTM)
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predict closing prices from 10 to 30 days ahead with nominal accuracy. Another MLP 
implementation [3] uses simple TIs on Bitcoin-US Dollar (USD) to forecast returns, and 
this architecture has been found to give good results, however, this study uses a smaller 
feature set which can be potentially improved by adding extra features. In [30], a 3-state 
labeling scheme is employed to predict crypto trend prediction. The empirical frame-
work implements comprehensive backtesting over different market conditions (bull, 
bear, and flat) to validate three major cryptocurrencies. Moreover, the contribution of 
each feature is also analyzed using SHAP values to improve the transparency/explain-
ability of the AI model.

Convolutional neural networks

A known feed-forward NN for processing bi-dimensional matrices, known as convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN), is typically utilized to encompass successive convolu-
tional and subsampling layers, along with single or multiple hidden layers. The extracted 
high-level vectors are processed stepwise in the hidden and output layers, similar to 
MLP [31]. Simultaneously, pooling layers minimize the dimensionality of obtained fea-
tures, which reduces the impact of noise. In a study [9], CNN-sliding window architec-
ture is compared with LSTM and RNN for three companies in the NIFTY-Pharma index 
and NIFTY-IT index. In another study [32], a novel trading algorithm is proposed where 
the CNN-TA model is used on a 2-D matrix (15 × 15) generated from data of 15× TIs. 
Another study proposed an algorithm, called the random sampling method (RSM) [10], 
for the prediction of trends for Bitcoin and lite coin. Based on DL, it delivers better per-
formance against the reference models (MLP and LSTM).

Long short‑term memory

LSTM was introduced in 1997 by Schmidhuber and Hochreiter [33]. It retains contigu-
ous temporal information while demonstrating an exceptional capacity for long-term 
memory. In other words, it is an extension of recurrent neural network architectures, 
with a feedback loop and memory. Each memory unit, commonly referred to as a cell, 
comprises three components: the input, forget, and output controlling gates [34]. In a 
study [4], the DL framework was used to study six market indices, 12 TIs, and inter-
est/exchange rates for predicting relevant prices. Similarly, LSTM has also been used 
to forecast out-of-sample directional movements of stock for the S&P 500 [6]. Model 
performance optimization by fine-tuning hyperparameters is also an important research 
direction in stock price prediction, as carried out in [35]. It is reported that combining 
hyperparameter fine-tuning and preprocessing could potentially improve a model’s per-
formance. Along the same lines, the study [36] proposes a novel cuckoo search optimi-
zation (CSO) approach to predict stock prices based on user sentiments about the stock 
market. The proposed CSO-based LSTM model shows superior performance.

Hybrid CNN (CNN‑LSTM)

The architectural framework is known as the LRCN or long-term recurrent convolu-
tional network [37], also known as the “CNN LSTM” model. This architectural paradigm 
has been utilized in diverse domains, including speech recognition, natural language 
processing (NLP) [38], and the generation of textual descriptions for images, whereby 
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CNNs are employed to extract relevant features for LSTMs. A salient facet of this model 
is the incorporation of a CNN, initially trained for intricate pattern recognition, which is 
subsequently repurposed as a feature extractor. This architecture is beneficial for prob-
lems where input data has a spatial or temporal structure. LSTM is frequently employed 
in time series and financial market predictions due to its ability to capture complex 
temporal dependencies, handle long sequences of data, and handle the inherent noise 
and non-linearity. In the hybrid CNN model, LSTM layers are integrated with CNNs 
to leverage the strengths of both architectures for financial time series forecasting. 
CNNs excel at capturing spatial patterns in data, while LSTM networks are proficient 
at modeling temporal dependencies. By combining these two architectures, the model 
can capture both spatial and temporal features in financial time series data for effective, 
accurate, and robust predictions.

The CNN-LSTM (CLSTM) configuration employed in this study draws inspiration 
from the model introduced by Stoye [12, 39]. This version encompasses an initial sec-
tion comprising five convolutional layers equipped with a 1 × 1 matrix so that the feature 
vector maintains the same dimensions as the original input. Subsequently, a singular 
LSTM layer with 150 units processes these learned features, followed by a sophisticated 
MLP with eight layers (200 neurons in the first layer and 100 neurons in the remaining).

Fibonacci technical indicator

The Fibonacci sequence progresses with an unpredictable sequence of numbers. This 
ratio is usually denoted as 1.618 , commonly referred to as the golden ratio ( φ ). Each new 
member in the sequence divides the next, approaching the unattainable φ value. Notably, 
humans subconsciously seek out the golden ratio where objects are perceived as unap-
pealing and dis-proportional if they deviate from this principle. Similarly, market traders 
draw parallels to this psychological trait during their analysis.

Fibonacci retracement is employed to discern trends and retracements, enabling inves-
tors to accurately predict the entry and exit points in approximately 70% of cases [40]. 
This hypothesis is rooted in technical analysis, offering insights into forecasting asset 
prices [41]. The financial industry has leveraged Fibonacci’s sequence to develop five 
distinct trading tools: arcs, fans, retracements, extensions, and time zones. These tools 
utilize lines derived from the Fibonacci sequence to indicate potential trend changes. 
However, the scope of this study is limited to gaining insights into Fibonacci retracement 
levels only. The algorithm for Fibonacci based on [42] and utilized throughout this study 
is given as Algorithm 1. 
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Algorithm 1 Fibonacci retracement level
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Profitability metrics for financial predictive systems

To evaluate the performance of a financial prediction system, both performance metrics 
and profitability metrics are important. However, researchers tend to focus only on per-
formance metrics, possibly due to their interest in evaluating performance and imple-
mentation of hybrid and ensemble approaches. Profitability can be categorized based 
on the financial predictive system being evaluated. These metrics include risk-based 
(Sharpe ratio and Sortino ratio), return-based (ROI and annualized ROI), and trade/
bets-based metrics (max profit per trade and percentage of profitable trades). Out of all 
these metrics, the Sharpe ratio [8, 16, 43–48], return on investment (ROI) [8, 16, 43, 45–
50], and Sortino ratio [8, 45, 46] are the most prominent. In order to assess the viability 
of the prediction matrices, backtesting (on historical data) is used to ascertain the work-
ing of a financial prediction system. Two common strategies have been implemented 
such as (i) Long and (ii) Long-Short strategies. However, other trading strategies do exist 
that require a deeper understanding of the market to implement such as portfolio opti-
mization [51], asset pair-wise strategy [8] and trading agents [43].

Related works

In price prediction, models are trained on a particular asset or group of assets to later 
predict its price. In this regard, Zoumpekas [11] carried out a study on Ethereum (ETH) 
by taking training data from August 8, 2015, to May 28, 2018, while test data was ran-
domly selected for random time frames from May 29, 2018, to April 26, 2020. The time 
interval for data is 5 min and is sourced from a single exchange (Poloniex). This study 
uses the open, high, low, close, and volume (OHLCV), and weighted averages (Wavg) 
for each day. Deep learning models like CNN, LSTM, s-LSTM, bi-LSTM, and GRU 
have been used. Results show that LSTM and GRU perform best in terms of directional 
accuracy (71%). It has been observed that the performance of bi-LSTM degrades in vali-
dation and test sets as compared to LSTM and GRU, which illustrates that some com-
ponents of over-fitting of these models exist. Two investment strategies (buy–sell and 
buy–hold) have also been used to evaluate the model, which validates the performance 
but the results vary in the type of trend being observed in the market.

Another comparative analysis carried out on three recurrent neural networks (RNN) 
carried out successful close price prediction [7]. LSTM, bi-LSTM, and GRU have been 
implemented on cryptocurrency daily data retrieved from yahoo.finance.com. The 
authors carried out a comparison with other studies related to RNNs and achieved bet-
ter performance. However, the study has not applied an investment strategy or evaluated 
it in terms of profit-cost benefit. In [52], CNN was used to extract future price trends 
for various popular stock indices and applied a novel deep trend following investment 
strategy. The investment strategy proved to be profitable with max accumulated returns 
of 33% for NASDAQ and 31% for DJIA. Trend Prediction of crypto assets has been suc-
cessfully implemented using C-LSTM, CNN, MLP, and RBFN in [12], where C-LSTM 
(CNN-LSTM) and CNN show good accuracy and statistical significance. Suitability 
of NNs for intraday trading using high-frequency data (HFT), i.e., 1-min interval, of 
six crypto coins based on USD exchange rates namely Bitcoin (BTC-USD), Ethereum 
(ETC-USD), dash (Dash-USD), Litecoin (LTC-USD), Ripple (XRP-USD) and Monero 
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(XMR-USD) is validated, where 18 TIs are selected, which are inspired from a previous 
study [53]. The results also confirm that C-LSTM can be successfully implemented and 
accurate trend prediction on most cryptocurrencies with high volume and liquidity can 
be achieved. Literature analysis of related models has been enlisted in Table 1.

Based on the analysis of the above-discussed research works, the following limitations 
are found in the existing literature. Table 2 shows the details of shortcomings of existing 
works that are resolved in this study.

The proposed methodology
In this section, the research design and methods are presented which gives an overview 
of a generic financial market prediction system with the help of a flow diagram, and a 
detailed description of the predictive framework being followed in this document.

System overview

A comprehensive predictive framework for the stock market is based on six rudimentary 
steps involving the collection of input features (data), selection of features, preprocess-
ing of selected features, application of AI model, model evaluation with suitable met-
rics and trading decisions. review study carried out for different input indicators for AI 

Table 1 Literature analysis

Ref. Market/assets Results Limitations

[12] Crypto: (Bitcoin, Litecoin, 
Ethereum, Dash, Ripple, and 
Monero) 1-min

Hybrid CNNs showed improve-
ment up to 11%, whereas other 
models showed minor improve-
ments from 0.21 to 8%

•  Performance metrics only
•  Trading strategy not imple-
mented
•  Support/resistance TI missing

[11] Crypto: (Ethereum) 5-min LSTM performed better than 
other models

•  Model over fitting
•  Support/resistance TI missing

[52] Stocks: (S&P 500, NASDAQ, DJIA, 
NIFTY) daily OHLCV

ROI up to 33% and accuracy up to 
61% have been achieved

TIs not used

[7] Crypto: (Bitcoin, Ethereum, 
Cardano, Tether and Binance Coin) 
daily

LSTM and GRU has better execu-
tion times, whereas GRU is better 
with lower average variation 
during training

•  Profitability analysis not carried 
out
•  Trading strategy not imple-
mented
•  Support/resistance TI missing

Table 2 Limitations found in the existing literature and resolved in this study

Gaps identified Limitation addressed

Performance metrics only Our study uses performance as well as profitability metrics, ie accuracy and 
ROI

Trading strategy not implemented The current study implements two trading strategies to simulate a trading 
environment
 •  Long strategy
 •  Long-short strategy

Support/resistance TI missing Other papers have implemented common categories of TI like trend, 
momentum and oscillators; however, support/resistance TI have not been 
implemented. Our study implements Fibonacci retracement levels TI and 
evaluates its performance and profitability improvement
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models [54]. Similarly, the financial predictive system employed in this paper comprises 
six stages. Initially, the data is retrieved or collected from freely available data sources.1 
Afterward, pre-processing and sampling of the dataset are carried out to prep data for 
the training AI model on the training and validation set. A test set is used to predict the 
required output in the prediction stage. Another aspect that is rarely considered is the 
profitability of the model. The investment simulation stage is included to simulate the 
model based on a trading strategy to evaluate if the model performs robustly in terms 
of profitability. In the last stage, evaluation is carried out based on metrics that assess 
predictive performance (accuracy) and profitability (ROI). The diagrammatic view of the 
conceptual framework of a financial predictive system and its detailed implementation is 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Dataset

The dataset contains stock data for Bitcoin retrieved from eatrading.com for 1-min 
intervals which consist of six columns: date-time, open, high, low, close, and volume. 
The data set contains data from 7 October to 13 December 22. The number of BTC/
USDT samples is 97,929 as shown in Table 3.

Preprocessing

The Pre-processing Module is responsible for processing of dataset to extract 18 TIs and 
Fibonacci retracement TI. This list of TIs represents and overlaps the set of the trend-
following, momentum, and oscillator indicators, as shown in Table  4. Two categories 
of indicators are used by practitioners, where moving averages are often used to define 
trading rules that generate buy or sell signals based on the price movements, while 

Fig. 2 Flow diagram for research design and method

1 Yahoo Finance (https:// finan ce. yahoo. com/). Investing (https:// www. inves ting. com), and EA Trading Academy 
(https:// www. eatra dinga cademy. com). The most commonly used data granularity is daily. This study focuses on high-
frequency trading thus very short granularity is being considered i.e. 1-min.

https://finance.yahoo.com/
https://www.investing.com
https://www.eatradingacademy.com
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momentum indicators, on the other hand, track the rate of price change. These catego-
ries of indicators are used by investors to measure the trend direction and reversals to 
define trading signals [55], which are computed with the python package TA-lib.2 Fibo-
nacci TI, on the other hand, combines both the buy-sell signal points as well as the likely 

Fig. 3 Detailed research methodology and architectural framework of the proposed approach

2 Technical analysis library (http:// ta- lib. org/).

Table 3 Analysis of the dataset

Data Detail Value

Open Mean 18270.84

Std 1633.842

Min 15513.84

Max 21467.33

High Mean 18278.02

Std 1634.018

Min 15544.47

Max 21480.65

Low Mean 18263.75

Std 1633.537

Min 15476

Max 21457.74

Close Mean 18270.78

Std 1633.855

Min 15513.84

Max 21467.61

Volume Mean 151.6331

Std 194.9934

Min 1

Max 4449

http://ta-lib.org/
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trend reversal/direction based on support and resistance. Due to the high computational 
cost of algorithms, the current selection has been limited to these indicators.

After the calculation of the TIs, all numerical columns are normalized using the min–
max scalar from the sci-kit learn library. After these sparse labels are encoded for the 
target variable for the trend direction and strength of price change (0.05%, 0.10%, 0.15%, 
0.23%, and 0.23%+). The target label is an integer value from zero to n− 1 where n rep-
resents the number of classes being encoded. The number of features is increased from 
six (five stock features + one Target-Label) to 19 (19× TIs + one Target-Label).

Sampling

In this module, data is sampled using Stratified random sampling over the whole dataset, 
as the underlying hypothesis is that randomization of the data sample will not affect the 
results, as models will be sufficiently trained and generalized on the available data set 
to extract meaningful patterns without affecting the efficiency of models and prevent 
over-fitting. Due to the requirement of lagged information for the processing of TI, data 
set samples are slightly extended up to the last minutes of 6 October 2022 to get the 19 
required features from the very beginning.

Data samples have been constructed, where each pattern consists of i indicators for 
“ l ” time steps and multi-class labels to be predicted. Two-dimensional vector attributes, 
including the class label, are input into CNN and hybrid CNN in the matrix form l × i . 
The generated patterns are split into three datasets—train (70%), validate (15%), and 
test  (15%). Moreover, another set of data is also created for the investment simulator 
module from 1 to 13 December 2022.

Training and prediction

AI models are independently trained on the training dataset after which predictions are 
based on validation and test sets. The predictions obtained from an investment set are 
fed into an investment simulation module to simulate a real trading environment.

Investment simulation

This module simulates two investment strategies which are Long and Long-Short trad-
ing strategies have been implemented on data and predicted values. The profits accrued 

Table 4 Categories of technical indicators

Category Indicator Time period

Trend Simple moving average (SMA) 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60

Weighted moving average (WMA) 5, 10, 20, 30 and 60

Moving average convergence divergence (MACD) 10

Momentum Momentum 10

Relative Strength Index (RSI) 10

Larry William’s R (LWI) 10

Oscillators Stochastic oscillator (SD/SK) 10

Accumulation/distribution oscillator (A/D) 10

Commodity Channel Index (CCI) 10

Support/resistance Fibonacci retracement 15
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on the trades have been registered and a running tally of net profit has been maintained, 
which is later used by the evaluation module for analysis. The AI model has been simu-
lated on each type of investment strategy on the investment set.

Evaluation

Performance and profitability evaluation of the model is carried out on the test and 
investment dataset results. The evaluation is based on factors such as accuracy and ROI.

Empirical framework

Two phases of preliminary tests are carried out to select the best configuration for final 
experimentation. In the first phase, appropriate network structures and parameters are 
identified for each model using the validation set based on accuracy and ROI, over three 
independent experiments on Bitcoin at 1-min granularity. In the second phase, the best 
configurations for each model are evaluated on the test set over 20 independent exper-
iments. The same procedure is used to modify the structure and configuration of the 
C-LSTM model to reduce its complexity in terms of parameters while improving the 
performance and profitability of the model.

Phase 1—exploratory experiments

Exploratory experiments for MLP are carried out where 15 combinations of hidden lay-
ers and hidden neurons per layer have been tested. For CNN, 12 configurations were 
tested in this stage, which included the following architectures based on a convolutional 
matrix and number/type of blocks:

• Vertical filters: Five blocks, each consisting of a convolutional layer, batch normali-
zation, dropout (first four blocks), and ReLU activation, followed by a global aver-
age pooling layer to minimize overfitting. The network’s last layer consists of a sin-
gle neuron that performs the final prediction. The shape of the convolutional matrix 
is vertical (K × 1), allowing each kernel to work on a single indicator over time, the 
focus is on a particular TI.

• Horizontal filters: Four blocks are similar to vertical filters except the dropout layer 
is in the first three blocks. The shape of the convolutional matrix is vertical (1 × K), 
allowing each kernel to work on a single instance over time.

• DNN: a deep neural network that consists of three blocks similar to vertical and hor-
izontal in construction except the convolutional matrix is of the shape K × K.

The best results are obtained from DNN as compared to vertical and horizontal filters. 
For LSTM, only four combinations of LSTM units are tested due to the computational 
complexity, whereas exploratory analysis on two configurations of CLSTM architecture 
with four- and five-blocks is carried out on the basis of training and validation samples. 
In all cases, average accuracy and ROI are calculated on the validation test. This leads to 
the selection of several sets of best parameters based on validation accuracy and ROI, 
as reported in Table 5. LSTM and CLSTM architectures provide us with a single best 
model that is best in terms of accuracy and ROI.
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In stage two, the best configurations for MLP and CNN are tested over validation sets 
through 20 independent experiments to select the best-performing configuration over 
validation accuracy, and Long ROI and Long-Short ROI over investment set. This set is 
essential to reach a single best and most suitable configuration. This stage results in the 
screening of the configuration to only the best configuration for both these NN architec-
tures as reported in Table 6.

Phase 2—evaluation experiments

In the second phase, the single best configurations of each model are compared based 
on the performance and profitability of cryptocurrencies and granularity based on the 
defined research questions. Results are based on test accuracy, Long ROI, and Long-
Short ROI on performance and profitability. The following stages of experiments which 
are based on the defined research questions in the earlier chapter are described as under:

• Stage 1—Fibonacci retracement indicator and multi-class problem: In the initial 
stage, two separate experiments are conducted to get performance results for accu-
racy based on test sets with and without Fibonacci retracement levels for each class 
of output (binary, 4-class, 6-class, 8-class, and 10-class). The results reported are 
obtained from 20 independent experiments and reported for test accuracy for BTC 
at 1-min data granularity.

• Stage 2—Profitability analysis of trading/investment strategy: Similar to stage one, 
separate experiments are conducted to get profitability results for ROI (Long and 
Long-Short) based on investment set with and without Fibonacci retracement lev-

Table 5 Screening of models based on stage one of exploratory experiments

Val validation accuracy, L long ROI, LS long short ROI

Neural architecture No of configurations tested Selected parameters

MLP 15 •  3 Layers–10 neurons

Hidden layer(s): 1, 2 and 3 •  2 Layers–6 neurons

Neurons: 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 •  3 Layers–8 neurons

CNN 12 •  DNN-1

Vertical blocks: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 •  DNN-3

Horizontal blocks: 1, 2, 3 and 4

DNN blocks: 1, 2 and 3

LSTM 4 64 units

CLSTM Mod 2 Five sequential blocks

Table 6 Selection of models based on stage two of exploratory models

Val validation accuracy, L long ROI, LS long short ROI

Neural architecture No of configurations tested Selected parameters

MLP 3 3 Layers–10 hidden neurons

CNN 2 DNN-1

LSTM Selected in stage 1 64 LSTM units

C-LSTM Selected in stage 1 Five sequential blocks
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els for each class of output. The experiments are conducted for BTC at 1-min data 
granularity.

• Stage 3—C-LSTM modification: To address RQ3, modification in the structure of 
the C-LSTM network has been carried out in the following sequence: (i) number of 
CNN blocks, (ii) the number of LSTM units, (iii) number of dense layers (Dlayers), 
and iv) number of dense layer neurons (Dneurons). The results have been optimized 
for 4-class output over 20 independent experiments. Configurations have been tested 
for each parameter and the best parameters are selected as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 Parameter tuning for modification of CLSTM model configurations tested to select the best 
parameters

Model Configurations tested Best parameter

CNN blocks 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Blocks = 2

LSTM units 32, 64 and 150 LSTM units = 64

MLP layers (Dlayers) 1, 2, 3 and 4 Dlayers = 2

MLP neurons (Dneurons) 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 Dneurons = 14

Table 8 Improvement in performance/profitability vis-à-vis Fib/non-Fib and multi-class output for 
BTC 1-min

Class Model Test accuracy Long ROI Long short ROI

Binary MLP 0.0011 − 0.4938 0.3752

CNN 0.0006 6.2810 0.1101

LSTM − 0.0002 2.5663 2.8271

C-LSTM 0.0039 0.0028 1.0074

C-LSTM Mod 0.0023 5.3720 0.8556

4-class MLP − 0.0065 − 1.5615 0.3832

CNN − 0.0024 − 0.3646 − 0.1573

LSTM 0.0017 1.3768 1.8409

C-LSTM − 0.0019 0.7658 0.0698

C-LSTM Mod 0.0020 − 2.4206 0.0409

6-class MLP − 0.0059 5.2570 − 0.2874

CNN − 0.0009 − 0.2247 − 1.1221

LSTM − 0.0051 − 0.6460 1.0023

C-LSTM 0.0006 0.3370 0.3918

C-LSTM Mod 0.0099 0.6418 0.0554

8-class MLP − 0.0018 0.9906 − 0.6872

CNN 0.0004 6.6907 − 0.7474

LSTM − 0.0023 6.8885 1.1666

C-LSTM 0.0000 0.0028 1.0074

C-LSTM Mod − 0.0010 − 0.4875 − 0.1457

10-class MLP − 0.0030 − 0.7763 − 0.8771

CNN − 0.0046 − 4.2862 0.8288

LSTM − 0.0056 1.0605 − 0.9923

C-LSTM 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

C-LSTM Mod − 0.0003 − 2.2865 0.5982
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Results and discussion
In this section, the outcome of the evaluation phase on the test and investment set 
has been discussed and reported in Table 8.

RQ 1—performance improvement due to Fibonacci TI and multi‑class prediction

Keeping in view the NN architectures being implemented with regards to Fibonacci/
non-Fibonacci sets for BTC 1-min, 25 combinations of different NN models and 
binary and multi-class have been implemented. Results for performance improve-
ments have been presented in Fig. 4. In the case of Fibonacci/non-Fibonacci sets, per-
formance improvements have been observed in only 11 combinations when Fibonacci 
has been employed. Among these NN, CLSTM (four out of five configurations) and 
CLSTM mod (three out of five configurations) performed better with four and three 
of the configurations giving performance improvements. Few configurations showed 
improvements in performance in the case of CNN, LSTM, and MLP.

Trend prediction showed significant improvements in performance, especially 
CLSTM mod, CLSTM, CNN, and MLP. Only in the case of LSTM performance has 
depreciated by (− 0.0002%) which is negligible. Alternatively, performance improve-
ments have been observed in trend-strength prediction but it also increased the 
associated risk as models with depreciating performance had an average decrease 
of (− 0.0065%) in the case of MLP 4-classes. Performance improvements have 
been scarce with max improvement observed for CLSTM mod with an increase of 
+ 0.0099%. Overall, out of 5 configurations for each class of outputs (binary, 4-class, 
6-class, 8-class, and 10-class) performance improvements were observed in four, two, 
two, two, and one NN architecture respectively.

Fig. 4 Performance improvements of Fibonacci TI in trend and trend-strength prediction as compared to 
multi-class output for BTC 1-min
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RQ 2—investment strategy based on trend and trend‑strength direction

With regards to investment strategy being implemented and Fibonacci/non-Fibonacci 
sets for BTC 1-min, 25 configurations of different NN models and binary and multi-
class are implemented over 20 runs of the experiment. These experiments can be 

Fig. 5 Profitability improvements of Fibonacci TI in trend prediction and trend-strength prediction as 
compared to multi-class output based on long short strategy for BTC 1-min

Fig. 6 Profitability improvements of Fibonacci TI in trend prediction and trend-strength prediction as 
compared to multi-class output based on long short strategy for BTC 1-min
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categorized as: (a) Long strategy, and (b) Long-short strategy. Results for profitability 
metrics are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, and Table 8.

Long strategy

In the case of long strategy for BTC 1-min and Fibonacci/non-Fibonacci sets, profitabil-
ity (ROI) improved in 15 combinations out of 25 (60% improvement) when Fibonacci 
sets are employed with max improvement of 6.89% for LSTM (8-class) and depreciation 
of (− 4.29%) for CNN (10-class). Among these CLSTM (five out of five configurations) 
and LSTM (four out of five configurations) showed increased profits. These were fol-
lowed by CLSTM mod, CNN, and MLP, which showed increased profits in two out of 
five configurations. Results for performance improvements are presented in Fig. 5.

In the case of trend prediction and trend-strength direction vis-à-vis Fibonacci/non-
Fibonacci sets, trend prediction showed improvements in profitability for all NN archi-
tectures, especially CLSTM mod, CLSTM, CNN, and LSTM. Only in the case of MLP 
did performance depreciate by (− 0.49%). Alternatively, performance improvements are 
observed in trend-strength prediction but it also increased the risk associated as mod-
els with diminishing profits had an average decrease of (− 4.29%) in the case of CNN 
10-classes, however, profitability improvements are significant with max improvement 
observed for LSTM with an increase of + 6.89%. Overall, out of 5× configurations 
for each class of outputs; binary, 4-class, 6-class, 8-class, and 10-class, performance 
improvements are observed in four, two, three, four, and two NN architecture respec-
tively. It is also important to highlight that CLSTM did not give any losses but ROI did 
not increase/decrease for three out of five configurations.

Long short strategy

In the case of long short strategy for BTC 1-min and Fibonacci/non-Fibonacci sets, 
profitability (ROI) improved are observed in 17 combinations out of 25 (increased ROI 
in 68% configurations) when Fibonacci sets are employed with max improvement of 
2.83% for LSTM (binary) and depreciation of (− 1.12%) for CNN (6-class). Among these 
CLSTM (five out of five configurations), CLSTM mod (four out of five configurations), 
and LSTM (four out of five configurations) showed increased long-short ROI. These 
were followed by CNN and MLP, which showed increased profits in two out of five con-
figurations. Results for performance improvements are presented in Fig. 6.

In the case of trend prediction and trend-strength direction vis-à-vis Fibonacci/
non-Fibonacci sets, trend prediction showed improvements in profitability for all NN 
architectures with no depreciation in long short ROI. Alternatively, performance 
improvements have been observed in trend-strength prediction but it also increased the 
risk associated as models with diminishing profits had an average decrease of (− 4.29%) 
in the case of CNN 10 classes. However, profitability improvements are significant with 
max improvement observed for LSTM with an increase of + 6.89%. Overall, out of 5 
configurations for each class of outputs; binary, 4-class, 6-class, 8-class, and 10-class, 
performance improvements are observed in five (all configurations), four, three, two, 
and one NN architecture respectively. Notable, CLSTM suffered no losses and four out 
of five configurations presented profitable results.
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RQ 3—CLSTM modification

Results related to modifications in hybrid CNN along with a summarized conclusion 
are discussed here. Results of the performance and profitability metrics are presented in 
Figs. 7, 8, and Table 9.

In terms of performance (accuracy) of Fibonacci TI (refer to Fig.  7), CLSTM mod 
performed better for trend prediction and lower levels of trend-strength prediction. At 
higher levels, performance degradation occurred. Similarly, the performance of CLSTM 

Fig. 7 Performance improvements of Fibonacci TI in trend prediction and trend-strength prediction as 
compared to multi-class output for BTC 1-min for CLSTM mod and CLSTM

Fig. 8 Profitability improvements of Fibonacci TI in trend prediction and trend-strength prediction as 
compared to multi-class output based on the long and long-short strategy for BTC 1-min for CLSTM mod and 
CLSTM
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was better for trend prediction but in the case of trend-strength prediction, performance 
varied for different levels of trend-strength; 4-class (degradation), 6-class (improve-
ment), 8-class (no change) and 10-class (no change). Moreover, performance improve-
ments in CLSTM mod are negligible but as compared to CLSTM, they are significant. 
As can be seen in Fig.  7, the CLSTM mod has shown improved performance for the 
4-class and 6-class levels of trend-strength prediction. Thus, the CLSTM mod is a viable 
option for trend-strength prediction at these levels.

In terms of profitability (long ROI) of Fibonacci TI (refer to Fig. 8), CLSTM mod per-
formed better for trend prediction and 6-class trend-strength prediction while depre-
ciating in all other cases of trend-strength prediction. The performance of CLSTM was 
better for both trend and trend-strength prediction with stable but smaller ROI margins. 
Contrary to this long short ROI performed better for CLSTM as compared to long ROI 
but still at higher levels of trend-strength registers depreciation in profitability. Thus, the 
CLSTM mod is a viable option for trend-strength prediction at these levels.

Summary and discussions

Based on the results discussed in the preceding subsections, summarized findings are 
presented below:

Bitcoin 1-min

• Fibonacci enhanced performance and profitability of hybrid CNNs.
• CNN, LSTM, and MLP generally decreased performance.
• Traditional NNs improved but with higher risk.

CLSTM modification

• The incorporation of Fibonacci enhances profitability in trend prediction and mid-
level trend-strength prediction.

• CLSTM proves to be a stable option for profitable trading, while
• CLSTM mod exhibits the potential for profitability with the implementation of effec-

tive risk management.

Table 9 Comparison of experimental results for CLSTM mod multi-class output for BTC 1-min

Model Classes Test accuracy Long ROI Long short ROI

CLSTM Mod Binary 0.0023 5.37 0.86

4-class 0.0020 − 2.42 0.04

6-class 0.0099 0.64 0.06

8-class − 0.0010 − 0.49 − 0.15

10-class − 0.0003 − 2.29 0.60

CLSTM Binary 0.0039 0.00 1.01

4-class − 0.0019 0.77 0.07

6-class 0.0006 0.34 0.39

8-class 0.0000 0.00 1.01

10-class 0.0000 0.00 0.00
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Multi-classification-based trend-strength prediction provides effective and easy-to-
interpret trading signals that can be incorporated into trading strategies. Traders can 
easily employ these trading signals in simulations and backtesting of trading strategies as 
well as in a real-world scenario for effective and profitable trading. Binary (BUY–SELL) 
or 3-state (BUY–HOLD–SELL) provides only the direction of trend but does not pro-
vide any useful information on the degree of expected price change. This handicap can 
be removed by using trend-strength prediction (multi-classification problem) for pre-
dicting the expected price change thus, ensuring better utilization of investment amount 
and better decision-making. Moreover, it has been observed that the 4-, 6- and 8-class 
provide better performance or profitability as compared to the 10-class, which can be 
attributed to shrinking price changes affecting the magnitude/degree of trend strength 
of a particular class.

Research on high-frequency trading (HFT) data is scarce due to high volatility, which 
is particularly true for cryptocurrencies. Performance comparison has been carried out 
for Bitcoin with the study carried out by Alonso-Monsalve [12]. The models have been 
implemented on the dataset under consideration for this paper and the results accrued 
have been compared. Improvements have been observed in MLP, CNN, C-LSTM, and 
C-LSTM mod. Notably, CLSTM mod (50.81%) also showed improved performance as 
compared to CLSTM (50.60%) without modification as shown in Table 10.

Statistical analysis

Statistical significance of the relative predictive outcome of the AI models on investment 
samples has been carried out to provide more soundness to the study. In this regard, 
the McNemar Test evaluates the null hypothesis that the two forecasts have the same 
performance (no improvement in the predictive outcome). The p-values show the results 
as a comparison between AI models with and without Fibonacci TI for each class of out-
put, as reported in Table 11. It is observed that hybrid CNNs seems to be more predict-
able than the rest for all classes of experiments. All AI models are better for predicting 
binary (2-class) trend prediction except CNN. 8-class has emerged as statistically better 
than other 4-class, 6-class, and 10-class in trend strength prediction.

Limitations and future work

For this study, we conducted investment simulations to assess profitability using 13 
days however, data duration will be based on its economic and financial sector signifi-
cance such as quarterly or fiscal year data. Evaluation of additional granularities and 
other assets or financial markets like stocks, commodities, and index funds to gain a 

Table 10 Comparison with similar existing work [12]

Model Alonso‑Monsalve et al. [12] Current study

Alonso‑Monsalve et al. [12] Proposed

MLP 51.92% 51.75% 51.86%

CNN 58.22% 50.16% 50.22%

C-LSTM 61.06% 50.21% 50.60%

C-LSTM Mod – 50.58% 50.81%
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more comprehensive understanding of the impact of data granularity on performance 
and profitability.

This study solely incorporates ROI within the domain of return-based metrics. How-
ever, it is worth noting that implementing different categories of metrics, including risk-
based and trade/bet-based metrics could be more beneficial. This will comprehensively 
evaluate profitability optimization through risk minimization and return maximization. 
Another aspect that requires attention is the overfitting problem particularly prevalent 
in LSTM and hybrid CNNs. Further hyper-tuning and data preprocessing are intended 
to improve model generalization in future works. Lastly, the window size for Fibonacci 
TI has been set for 15 for all experiments, which can be optimized to gain insights into 
its effect on the performance or profitability of the model.

Conclusions
This study endeavors to investigate and gain insights into the effects of the multi-clas-
sification, as well as, the implications of Fibonacci as an input feature based on profit-
ability metrics, specifically return-based (ROI), with significant contributions to the 
investment and finance sector within the realm of algorithmic trading. CNN, LSTM, 
and MLP depreciated in most cases, while hybrid CNNs performed better for trend 
and trend strength in most configurations.

Traditional neural networks like MLP, CNN, and LSTM networks and hybrid CNN 
algorithms based on CNN-LSTM architecture are introduced for the prediction of 
trend direction along with a degree of price change (strength) component to help 
the financial predictive system or investor in decision-making. The research findings 
presented here offer pragmatic insights for the practical implementation of high-fre-
quency algorithmic trading. Fibonacci TI is effective in improving the performance 
and profitability of hybrid CNNs like CLSTM mod and CLSTM. Traditional neural 
network architectures like CNN, LSTM, and MLP depreciated, while hybrid CNNs 
performed better for trend and trend-strength prediction in most configurations.

For this study, we conducted investment simulations to assess profitability using 13 
days however, data duration will be based on its economic and financial sector signifi-
cance such as quarterly or fiscal year data. Evaluation of additional granularities and 
other assets or financial markets like stocks, commodities, and index funds to gain a 
more comprehensive understanding of the impact of data granularity on performance 
and profitability.

Table 11 Statistical significance of the differences in the relative outcome of AI models on 
investment sample

McNemar test has been used to compute p-values

Model 2 class 4 class 6 class 8 class 10 class

MLP < 0.001 < 0.001 0.295 < 0.001 < 0.001

CNN 0.078 0.450 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

LSTM < 0.001 0.752 0.002 < 0.001 0.376

CLSTM < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

CLSTM Mod < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
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This study solely incorporates ROI within the domain of return-based metrics. How-
ever, it is worth noting that implementing different categories of metrics, including risk-
based and trade/bet-based metrics could be more beneficial. This will comprehensively 
evaluate profitability optimization through risk minimization and return maximization. 
Secondly, the overfitting problem requires attention particularly prevalent in LSTM and 
hybrid CNNs. Further hyper-tuning and data preprocessing are intended to improve 
model generalization. Thirdly, the window size for Fibonacci TI has been set for 15 for 
all experiments, which can be optimized to gain insights into its effect on the perfor-
mance and profitability of the model. Other future avenues of research include increas-
ing dataset time duration based on economic and financial sector significance, adding 
other financial assets, assessment of re-training time, and different categories of profit-
ability metrics.
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